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	Page 1: Reminder: Proper lawn maintenance will produce a thick healthy stand of turf, which is 99 percent of the battle against weeds. Be sure to mow your lawn to the right height, irrigate deeply and uniformly, fertilize moderately, and aerate compacted areas. Herbicides should be the last resort, not the first resort in lawn care and rarely needed. Q. How can I get rid of bermudagrass growing in my fescue lawn and flowerbeds? A. Bermudagrass is difficult to eliminate because of its extensive underground root system. It also spreads by stem sections, so rototilling just spreads it farther. If you have tons of time and patience to hand pull the rhizomes (creeping roots) and stolons (creeping stems), you might be able to get rid of it in your flowerbeds and lawn. However these areas will be visibly disturbed and you will still need to prevent the seeds in the soil from germinating. Fortunately, there are a few postemergence herbicides that work on bermudagrass, but what's used in the lawn can't be used in the flowerbeds and vice versa. These products might seem expensive at first, but they are very concentrated so many applications can be made from a single small container. Read and follow label directions and cautions carefully to insure the best control without damage. In fescue lawns, a product called Turflon containing triclopyr can be used to suppress bermuda while it is actively growing and keep it from taking over. A few monthly applications will most likely be needed. Turflon is also effective on most broadleaf weeds including some tough ones like oxalis, so be sure to avoid drift onto flowerbeds and ornamentals or damage will occur. Also avoid spraying it on exposed roots of shallow rooted trees. In flowerbeds, use Grass-getter or Grass-b-gon to kill most grasses growing around broadleaf plants. These products can be used around many cherished trees and ornamentals with great success. The bermuda turns a reddish color and dies within one to two weeks. It works better in warmer temperatures during the summer and is less effective in the early spring and fall. Be careful not to allow either of these products to drift onto your lawn or damage will occur. Follow up with a preemergence herbicide application of dimension, pendimethalin, or Weed Stopper to control bermudagrass seedlings in both the lawn and the flowerbeds.
	Page 2: Q. There is a weed in my garden that looks like a grass, but when I hoe it, a bunch more comes up? What is it and how do I get rid of it? A. You're describing nutsedge, or nutgrass, which is a tough perennial weed worldwide and in our area we have two kinds: yellow and purple. Both produce an extensive system of underground tubers or nutlets, from which they generate. The tubers of yellow nutsedge are smooth and round and have a pleasant almond taste, while the tubers of purple nutsedge are rough and scaly and taste bitter.The best solution is to not let either yellow or purple nutsedge get established. They thrive in waterlogged soil and their presence often indicates that drainage is poor, irrigation is too frequent, or sprinklers are leaky. Once you notice the problem, get on it and keep after it. Carefully hand pull plants before they develop five leaves and they won't have a chance to form new tubers. Eventually the old tubers will run out of energy to resprout. Herbicides also just remove the plant, not the tuber, in the same way that plants are removed by hand-pulling or hoeing. If the nutsedge problem is widespread in your lawn consider two applications of Manage (halosulfuron) this summer and you'll see a dramatic reduction in nutsedge population. Also available are several products containing MSMA or CMA, but these are less effective. Nutgrass 'Nihilator is effective against yellow, but not purple nutsedge. No nutsedge preemergence herbicides are available for lawns. Pennant is a preemergence herbicide that can be used in flowerbeds in the spring and early summer to keep nutsedge from sprouting, but has no effect on actively growing plants. Spot treatments of Roundup, Scythe, and Finale can also be used against nutsedge. Q. Are there any herbicides that are effective against oxalis in lawns and flowerbeds?A.Creeping woodsorrel (oxalis) is a perennial weed that spreads by seed and creeping stems that root. In cool-season lawns, Turflon is very effective on existing oxalis. Be aware that it damages warm season lawns, but Trimec and similar broadleaf-weed killers can be used to burn oxalis back. Dimension and pendimethalin are effective preemergence herbicides that can be used in all lawns and in flowerbeds.
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